The mutant distribution of an RNA species replicated by Q beta replicase.
The mutant spectrum of an RNA species that is replicated by Q beta replicase, MNV-11, was investigated by retrotranscribing the RNA to DNA and cloning it into plasmids. The sequences of several cDNA clones of MNV-11 populations amplified by Q beta replicase under various conditions were determined and compared. A surprisingly broad mutant distribution was found: the consensus sequence never made up more than 40% of the total population and was accompanied by many mutants. Most mutants had several base exchanges, insertions and/or deletions; up to nine of the total 86 nucleotides were changed. The mutants found had replication rates comparable to that of the wild-type and were thus enriched in the population by selection forces. When the growth conditions were changed, the mutant distribution centre was shifted. The published consensus sequence of MNV-11 did not have the highest growth rate of the mutants, but was rather the best adapted to the various selection forces governing the growth phases the replicating RNA went through, i.e. it had found an optimal compromise between the rates of overall replication, enzyme binding and double strand formation.